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The furniture industry has adoptcd
a ncw, voluntary, uniform
cleanability code which is easy to
understand. Look for this care
label when shopping for furniture.
When you buy a new piece of
furniture, bc sure to identify on
the label the piece of furniture and
file it for reference when cleaning
is needed. The codes are as
follows:
W

INTRODUCTION
After a period of time, the appearance of your upholstered furniture
pieces may be dulled by an accumulation of soil which is not readily
removed even by frequent vacuuming. When this occurs, it may
become necessary to clean your upholstery by using appropriate
cleaning products and equipment. This booklet is designed as a guide
for the care of upholstered furniture.

May be cleaned with a wa·
ter·base cleaner. Use the
foam only from a non·solvent upholstery shampco
or mild detergent.

S

Clean with a solvent dry
cleaning product. Furniture
marked "S" should not be
cleaned with a water-base
cleaner. Use a water free solvent or dry cleaning solvent.

S- W Furniture marked in this way
may be cleaned with either
dry cleaning solvent products
or foam from water-base
upholstery cleaning products.
X

Clean only by frequent vacuuming. This mark indicates
that neither solvent-based
cleaning agents or water-based
foam cleaners should be used.

Voluntary Care Label
RECOMMENDED CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS
To prevent overall soil, frequent vacuuming or light brushing to remove dust and
grime is recommended. Spot clean, using the foam only from a water-based
cleaning agent such as a mild detergent or non-solvent upholstery shampoo
product. Apply foam with a soft brush in a circular motion. Vacuum when dry.
Pre-test small area before proceeding. Use a professional furniture cleaning
service when an overall soiled condition has been reached.
CAUTION: Never remove cushion covers for separate dry cleaning or washing,
even though they do have zippers. Do not use bleach or any tumble method
cleaning service as this may destroy the backing of the fabric or shrink or otherwise damage the upholstery fabric.
CONSUMER ALERT
Keep your furniture and family safe from fires caused by careless smoking. Do
not smoke when drowsy. Remove immediately any glowing ember or cigarette
which falls on furniture. SMOLDERING SMOKING MATERIALS LIGHTED
CAN CAUSE UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE FIRES.
W

I
TESTS BEFORE CLEANING
Check Stuffing and Lining. Iflatex
foam rubber padding is found, a dry
cleaning solvent should not be used.
The urethane foams, such as polyurethane or polyfoam, are less subject to
deterioration by dry cleaning solvents.
Synthetic polyester fibers like Dacron,
Kodel, Fortrel and Vycren, are often
used in cushions. These are resistant
to most dry-cleaning chemicals except
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ones that contain phenol or hot
meta-cresol. If any dark or red
stuffing or thread is found be
aware of potential bleeding during
shampooing or cleaning. It may
indicate that the fabric must be
cleaned with a minimum of
moisture.
Check for Color Fastness. This
is done by pressing a rag damp-

ened with cleaning solution on the
fabric's deeper colors on some
unnoticeable place. If color is
transferred to the rag, it should be
tested again with another cleaning
solution. If color still bleeds, then
the safe cleaner is dry cleaning
solvent. Even though an upholstered piece may have been
cleaned several times, it can still
run or fade after long exposure to
wear or sun.
Check for Shrinkage. Clean a
section on the back or pillow side;
use the cleaning solution in tile
appropriate conccntration, allow
to dry, and inspect. Has the fabric
pulled together or become tighter?
If so, the fabric has shrunk.
If any of these tests indicate
bleeding, fading, shrinkage, or
damage to the upholstery fabric,
then you have two choices: either
have it cleaned by a professional
or decide not to clean the piece.

CLEANING TIPS
~

VINYL Clean vinyl, using I to 2
tablespoons of mild hand detergent and two cups of warm water. Rinse with clean water. Wipe
dry with absorbent fabric. Do
not use dry cleaning solvents.

~

LEATHER Clean genuine
leather with saddle soap, castile
soap, or commerCial leather
cleaner, using a sponge wrung
out in warm water. Rub briskly,
working up a lather. Rinse with
a clean moist cloth; tilen rub with
a dry cloth to restore sheen.

~

ACETATE FABRICS Be careful when using water on acetate
fabrics. Over wetting may causc
water spots and shrinkage.

~

Test all cleaning solutions, in thc
concentration they will be used,
on the most inconspicuous area.

~

Read and carefully follow the
instructions that come with tile
clcaning product and equipment.

~

Zippers are used for a neat fit.
Don't remove cushion covers for
separate cleaning. This may fade
the colors, shred the seams, and
shrink the cover.
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~

Pre-spot heavily stained areas,
such as head rests and ann rests,
with a volatile solvent to remove
oil soil before shampooing (first,
make sure fiber will not react to
the solvent).

~

Cleau furniture from the bottom
to the top to prevent stains and
water marks.

~

Apply cleaner with a soft brush,
cleaner applicator, or sponge.
Don't use a brush on satiny
fabric. The abrasion from the
brush may break the fibers.

~

When using upholstery shampoo,
use a circular motion, doing a
small section at a time. Overlap
areas as you go. After cleauing,
wipe with a damp sponge, then
with a dry cloth or towel.

~

Don't get the furniture too wet.

~

Remove foam promptly, using a
clean cloth, towels, or a dry
sponge.

~

Open windows, use a fau or hair
dryer to hasten drying. Fast drying
helps prevent rings.

~

Brush pile fabrics lightly several
times during drying.

~

When accidents or spills occur,
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immediate action usually will
prevent pennanent staining.

TYPES OF CLEANING
There are four basic types of
cleaning methods used on upholstery. The method you select
depends on the fabric fiber, the
type and degree of soil, time
available for cleaning, aud the
money available for your project.
The effectiveness of the cleauing
method depends on the cleaning
product as well as the way it's
used.
1. Aerosol Foam Sprays
Aerosol foam sprays are
available in most grocery
aud hardware stores
(follow label directions).
Advantages
~ convenient
~ quick drying
~ needs no special equipment
Disadvantages
~ best for lightly soiled
upholstery
~ cleans only the upholstery
surface

2. Liquid or Crystal Shampoos
Liquid or crystal shampoos
are generally sold in a concentrated fonn and need to
be diluted. Select a shampoo that produces a rich

foam aud dries to a crystalline powder rather than a
sticky residue.
Advantages
~ good for cleaning moderatc
to heavily soiled upholstery
~ brightens colors
~ moderate price
Disadvantages
~ easy to overwet upholstery
~ needs longer drying time

3. Liquid Solvents (will not
foam)
Solvent based cleauers are
sold in both the concentrated
fonn and the mixed fonn.
Advantages
~ good for cleaning moderate
to heavily soiled upholstery
~ good for removing grease
stains

upholstery, under pressure, to
flush out the dirt aud soil. This
solution is immediately
extracted by the vacuum action
of the machine.
Advantages
~ excellent for cleaning moderate to heavily soiled upholstery
~ can observe when the solution
is soil free
~ can remove detergent residue
from previous cleanings by
cleaning with clear water.
Disadvantages
~ some possibility of over-wetting- causing water damage
~ most expensive of the cleauing
methods
~ equipment heavy and bulky
~ operator lacking experience

Disadvantages
~ when mixed with water,
easy to overwet upholstery
~ may damage some fibers
~ flammable and poisonous

4. Hot Water Extraction
(Steam)
Hot water extraction is
sometimes called steam
cleaning although no steam
is used in this method. A
hot water and detergent
solution is sprayed onto the
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STEPS IN CLEANING

1.

2,

3.
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4.

Using as little moisture as
possible, apply the cleaner
to the upholstery in a eireular motion. Clean a small
area at a time with a soft
brush, cleaner applicator,
or sponge.

5.

Wipe the area with a clean
damp sponge or absorbent
cloth. Rinse the sponge in
clean water and wipe again.
Do this several times. Do
not soak.

6.

Continue shampooing a
small part at a time, going
back over the edges of the
part you just finished. This
is called overlapping, and
helps prevent spotting.
Rinse with clear water.

7.

Blot or rub excess moisture
with a dry absorbent clOtll.

8.

Allow the furniture to dry
thoroughly to remove any
dried shampoo. A fan blowing on the furniture will aid
drying. Vacuum again
after three days to remove
any excess residue.

Vacuum furniture thoroughly
to remove dust and gritty dirt.

Read instructions on cleaning
product and on label that came
with the furniture, if you have
it.

Follow instructions; pre-test the
cleaner on a small hidden area
of the upholstery. If no damage
is done, continue.
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RESIDUE TEST
Detennine the residue of the detergent
or cleaning solvents before applying it
to the upholstery. Excess will remain
in the upholstery fabric to attract and
hold soil. A simple test can be run to
detennine resoiling characteristics of
detergents and solvent chemicals. Use
a clean glass pie plate. Add approximatey 1/4 inch of the detergent water
mixture or dry cleaning mixture.
Allow liquid to evaporate. to shorten
time of evaporation, place pie dish in
the sun or in an oven set no higher
than 150 F. After all liquid has
evaporated, examine the remains to
see what is left in the pie plate. Has it
dried to a powder which can be
vacuumed? To detennine whether the
residue is sticky, oily, or waxy, run a
finger over the inside of the plate, and
rub the fingers together. If the residue

is sticky it will hold onto soil at an
accelerated rate and make the
upholstery fabric soil faster.
Once the sticky or waxy residue
gets on the fibers, it usually
remains until the residue is
flushed out with a lot of wann
water. Another cleaning with the
same solution will only build up
the residue. If it is suspected that a
residue is already present on the
upholstery fabric, place a tablespoon of wann water on a spot
and work it in with the fingers. A
foam or a slippery feeling will
indicate a detergent residue. The
best way to remove it is by the hot
water extraction method using
clear water.

REMOVING SPOTS
Regardless of how careful a person
may be, accidental spills are bound to
take place on your upholstery pieces.
Of course it's evident that one should
be careful not to spill, but even more
important is knowing what action to
take once a spill occurs. Most spots
can be removed by knowing what to
do and taking the proper action
immediately.
The first step in preventing a pennanent stain is to immediately absorb as
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much of the liquid spill as can be
removed. Any clean white absorbent sponge or cloth will be
satisfactory.
After the excess spill is removed,
the next step will depend upon
what has been spilled and the
availability of spot removal
agents. A spot removal kit, like a
flrst aid kit, is good to keep on
hand at all times. It may be used
very seldom but, when it is

needed, most of the necessary
items will be available along with
some insUuction for using them. If
a spot removal kit is accessible,
then immediate action can be
taken.
A spot removal kit can be easily
made by using some cleaning
materials found in most homes. A
dry cleaning solvent often used to
remove spots from clothing is
essential. Another needed item is
a detergent solution. This can be
made by using one of the special
purpose upholstery cleaning
detergents or by adding a halfteaspoon of a pH neutral, nonbleaching, powder laundry
detergent to a pint of lukewann
water. A third solution would be a
weak acid such as one part white
vinegar mixed with one part
water. All these spot cleaning
solutions can be mixed and placed
in small closed bottles clearly
labeled and kept in a convenient
place until they are needed. These
solutions will remove a large
portion of the spots.
The following spot cleaning
solutions are not as safe as the
ones mentioned in the previous
paragraph: ammonia - one
tablespoon of a nonsudsy household ammonia in a cup of water;
rubbing alcohol; paint removers;
and nail polish remover (use the
type that smells like bananas and

contains amyl acetate). This type of
nail polish remover is preferred over
the one Witll acetonc.
When the identity of a stain can be
detennined, the proper removal
procedure can be detennined using a
chart. (Table I.) However, before
using any spot removal solution,
check care-label on the piece, and/or
check the chart on upholstery fibers
and fabrics to detennine if the cleaning solution will damage the fibers.
(Table 2.) Also test the effect of the
solution on an inconspicuous area.
The reason for this is that some
solutions may damage the fiber and/or
dye. This does not mean either the
solution or the upholstery is defective,
but, rather, they should not be used
together.
After it has been detennined that the
spot removal solution is safe, try a few
drops on a small section of the edge of
the stain. Allow the solution to wet the
stain and then blot with a dry white
tissue or cloth. If some of the stain
was removed, the procedure should be
continued. If little or none of the stain
was removed, it may be wise to try a
little more of the cleaning solution just
to make certain sufficient was applied
tile first time. If none is removed this
time, absorb as much of the spot
remover as possible before using the
next solution on the chart.
When using the next cleaning solution, follow the same procedure Of
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first testing, applying solution, and
blotting. Patience is one of tlle most
important aspects of spot removal. It
takes time for the solutions to dissolve
the stain and time for them to be
picked up into the tissues or elotll. If
none of the stain is removed, after
trying all of the prescribed solutions, a
professional cleaner should be consulted.
The removal of a unkllown stain
presents a different problem. Sometimes the typc of stain can be determincd by feeling the spill. Does it feel
greasy? Is it very hard? Docs it have
an odor? Where is the stain located?
What type of staining material would
apt to be used in this area. Sometimes
the answers to these question may
help identify tl1e stain. If it cannot be
identified, experimenting should be
restricted to a very small area as it is
possible to set the stain if the wrong
cleaning solution is used.

UPHOLSTERY FINISHES
Anti-soil and anti-stain finishes are
available for upholstery fabrics. The
best results arc obtained when these
finishes arc applied at the factory.
They are not pel1llanent and will be
removed by several cleanings. These
finishes do not take the place of
routine care. The following are the
most common anti-stain and anti-soil
finishes used on fabrics.
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Zepel is a lluorochemical finish
that is applied at the mill, when
the fabric is processed, to prevent
soiling and staining. Therefore,
the finish is ortly applied to the
upholstery before tl1e sale.
Scotchguard is another
fluorochemical finish applied to
fabric to prevent staining and
soiling. If an upholstery fabric
does not already have this finish
on the fabric, then Scotchguard
can either be purchased in hardware stores or be applied by
professional upholstery cleaners.
Scotchguard can be applied to
new, unsoiled upholstery with no
problems. However, for older
upholstery, the fabric should be
thoroughiy cleaned and all the
residue from the cleaner removed
from the upholstery before the
Scotehguard is applied. Otherwise, the Scotchguard will bond
the residue in the upholstery
fabric.
A fabric spray treatment to
prevent soiling and staining
should be reapplied after each
cleaning due to the cleaning agent
breaking down the stain resistant
chemical. Water will not dissolve
the stain resistant chemical but
upholstery cleaning agents will.

SPOT REMOVAL CHART
Cfable 1)

Key
S - Dry cleaning solvent (Perchloroethylene or trichloroethane)
D - Detergent solution (1/2 teaspoon of laundry detergent to one pint of
water)
V - White vinegar solution (One part white vinegar to one part water)
A - Ammonia solution (I tablespoon non-sudsy ammonia added to I
cup water)
W- Plain water
I - Ice

Remoyal Procedure (See key above)
Acids
Alcoholic Beverages
Ammonia
Blood
Cements and Glues
Chewing Gum
Coffee and Tea
Cosmetics
Dyes
Food Stains
Greases
Inks
Medicines
Milk
Oils
Paints
Soft Drinks
Tars
Unknown Stains
Vomit

A,W
D,A,V
W,V
D,A,V,W
S,D,A,W
I, S
D,V
S,D,A, V, W
S,D,A, V, W
S,D,A, V, W
S,D, W
S,D,A, V, W
S,D,A, V, W
S,D,A, V
S,D,A, W
S,D,A, W
D,A,V,W

S
S,D,A, V, W
D,A,V,W
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UPHOLSTERY FIBERS AND FABRICS
(Table 2)
Generic and
Trade Names
Acetate
Cclapenn
Chromespun
Estron

Characteristics
Less fiber strength when

compared to other fibers

Low cost
Mildew and bacteria can
discolor
Heat setting creates resistance
to shrinkage, stretching, or

wrinkling
Moths and other household pests
do not damage fibers
Prolonged exposure to stu1light
will cause weakening of the fiber
and splits in the fabric

Acrylic
Acrilan
Creslan
Orlon

Sayelle
Zefron
Winmk
Nomelle

Wool-like fiber, long wearing
, resilient, and wrinkle resistant
Flanunable in sheer and brushed
fabrics
Will retain grease sIX'ts
Accepts dyes readily
Excellent resistance to sunlight
Mildew, bacteria, and moths
will not attack fiber

Cleaning
Petroleum products
used in dry cleaning
do not damage fibers
Organic solvents such
as acetone, phenol,
alcohol, chloroform,
nail polish remover,
and some perhlmes
will destroy fiber
Acids weaken fiber

- Solvents used in dry
cleaning have little
effect on the fiber
- Good resistance to
weak acids but
concentrated acids
will cause loss of
fiber strength
Diluted chlorine
without destroying
fiber
Excess heat and steam
will cause shrinkage
and a loss of loft or
bulk in textured yarns
Resistant to weak
alkalies but concentrated alkalies cause
rapid degradation

Dyes easily
Bums readily and quickly
Sunlight exposure will cause

fiber to yellow, and damage
to the fiber
Resiliency low
Damaged by mildew and bacteria
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Flax (linen)

Resistant to alkalies
in most detergents
Strong acids destroy
fiber
Resistant to most dry
cleaning solvents

Characteristics
Strong fiber
Wrinkles easily~fmishes can
offset this disadvantage
Gradual loss of strength when
exposed to sunlight

Undcr humid environment,
mildew will grow rapidly and
damage fiber

Dyes easily
Nylon
Antron
Blue "C"
Cantrece

bleach can be used

Cotton

Generic and
Trade Names

Chemstand
Dupont
Enka

Modacrylic
Dynel
Verel

Olefin
Herculon
Marvess
Merkalon

Polycrest
Vectra

Polyethylene
Polypropylen

Good resistance to abrasion
Excellent strength and
wear-ability
Good recovery from creasing
or wrinkling
Low moisture absorption
Accumulates static electric
charges
Sunlight very destructive,
will cause fiber to decompose
Water repellent

Cleaning
Resistant to alkaline
solutions found in
most detergents

Resistant to cool
dilute acids~hot
dilute acids will

cause deterioration
Excellent resistance
to dry cleaning
solvents
Alkalies have little
effect
Acids such as fonnic,
hydrochloric, nitric,
and sulfur will
cause immediate
disintegration
Dry cleaning solvents
have little effect

Soft-resilient texmre in fabric

May be dry-cleaned

Easy to dye

Good resistance to
most alkalies
Excellent resistance to
acids

Flame resistant and self
extinguishing
Excellent resistance to sunlight
Resists wrinkling, chemicals, and
mildew
Good resistance to abrasion

Acetone (nail polish
remover and spotcleaning solutions
containing ketone will
dissolve fibers)

Resists soiling
Retains oil and grease
Low moisture absorption
Heat sensitive

May be bleached
Do not dry clean or

Strong, light weight
Hard to dye
Degraded by sunlight

to warm temperatures
High resistance to
alkali and acids

machine wash

Shrinks when exposed

Color fastness
Abrasion resistant
Long wearability
Resists mildew and rot
Holds no attraction to moths or
other insects
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Generic and
Trade Names
Polyester

Dacron
Forlrcl
Kodel
Tcrclcnc

Tcteron
Vycrcn
Bluc"C"

Characteristics

Cleaning

Resilient and springy
Retains oil & grease
Tends to pill

Low moisture absorption
Resists abrasion
Damaged by exposure to sunlight
Unaffected by mildew and insects

Generally resistant to wrinkling
Prolonged exposure to sunlight
weakens the fiber

Rayon
Arvil
Avron
Bemhcrg
Coloray
Corval

Cupioni

Dyes easily
Tendency to shrink
High moisture absorption
Low cost
Deterioration occurs when
exposed to sunlight
Fiber weak when wet

Resistant to household
detergents and
chemicals
Good resistance to
dry cleaning solvents
and stain removing
agents
Avoid chlorine and
peroxide bleaches
Concentrated acids
cause degradation

High moisture absorption
Dyes easily

When subject to heat,
moisture, abrasion, or
agitation, the fiber will
shrink
Damaged by alkaline
substances
Resistant to dilute
acids. May decompose
in concentrate acids
such as sulfuric and
nitric

Fartisan
Lcrillc

Zantarel
Wool

Heat sensitive
Weak fiber

Excellent

resilicnce~will

spring

back after crushing and bending

Sunlight can cause degradation
of the fiber
Moths can cause damage to the
fiber
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Good resistance to
weak alkalies
Good resistllllce to
acids except for
hydrochloric and
sulfuric acids
Oxidizing agents and
bleach do not damage
fibers
Chemicals used in
cleaning and stain
removal will not
damage the fiber
except for hot metacresol, and phenol
with trichlorophcnol
or tetrachlorethane
Soaps, synthetic
detergents do not
damage the fiber

